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Local Boy Claims to

Spot Fabled White Stag
Rigel Black, son of
hunter and woodsman
Manheim Black, claims
to have sighted a bright
white stag deep in Tarrywood yesterday. According to Rigel, he and
his father were tracking game when Rigel
spotted the white stag.
“I shouted to father and
when I looked again, it
was gone. It just vanished,” Rigel claimed.
“I’m really baffled by it
all. But I saw it, and it
was beautiful.”
The white stag has long
been sighted in Tarrywood - as early as 1771
- and is said to bestow
good luck and long life
on those who see it.
Since Rigel’s claims

have gone public, a
broad interest in the stag
has gained momentum
with many local stores
and papers offering rewards for proof of the
stag.
And what does young
Rigel think?
“I hope the stories are
true,” he said. “Living
a lucky long life sounds
good to me.”
But the elder Black offers his own words of
caution.
“Tarrywood is not for the
timid. A man could get
lost out there. Or worse.”
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Four friends search a vast wilderness
for the fabled White Stag. Wracked
by sickness, lost, and beset with bitter
cold. Will these four companions discover the Stag, or will they succumb to
the trials of The Hunt?
The Hunt is a card game of dilemma, risk,
luck, and strategy for 3-5 players. The
goal of the game is to be the first player
to take a photo of the fabled White Stag.
The game is easy to set up and learn, and
a game can be played in 30-60 minutes.
CONTENTS
The Hunt includes a 31-card deck, 2 scorecards, 10
wooden tokens, and a full color rulebook.
Game Cards - Each of the 31 game cards are composed of a title, an image, rules for that card, and a
point value. The rules printed on each game card go
into effect as indicated on the cards. Game cards include the following:
The Stag, Lost, Sickness, Cold, Field Mouse, Trout,
Berries, Delirious, Nuts, Dusk, Owl, Axe, Campfire,
Compass, Snare, Hunter’s Horn, Raccoon, Fox, Coyote, Game Trail (x3), Starlings, Cicadas, Mushrooms,
Poppies, The Hare, Bjorn, Marnie, Jules, and Pierre.
Scorecards - The 2 scorecards are used to
track the players’ Snapshot and The Stag
Trail progress over the course of the game.
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The Snapshot and The Stag Trail Scorecards
Player Tokens - There are 5 token colors and 2 tokens of each color. Each player will choose a color
at the start of the game. One token will be used on
the Snapshots scorecard and the other on The Stag
Trail scorecard.
WARNING: Choking Hazard! This product is
NOT intended for use by children under 5 years
of age.
Additional Questions? Missing Game Pieces?
Please contact us at sixteencoalblackhorses@gmail.
com for assistance.

TERMINOLOGY
Game - The Hunt is played in a series of rounds in
which players attempt to earn Snapshots. A game
of The Hunt ends when one or more players earn 6
Snapshots and, thus, photographs the White Stag.
Round - A game of The Hunt will take a variable
number of rounds to conclude. A round starts with
all 31 cards of the deck being shuffled and cards being
dealt to each player. A round ends with each player
counting their Snapshots and points earned. A round
is always followed by the Update Scorecards Phase.

Card Value - Each of the 31 game cards has a numerical value ranging from 0-20. This value is used
to determine who is affected by the Hare at the end
of a round and to tally points at the end of the round.
Hand - At the start of every turn, a player will have
1 card in hand and then draw a card, bringing the
hand count to 2 cards. During the turn, 1 card must
always be played, bringing the hand count back to 1
card by the end of the turn.
Board - When a card is played, the area in which it is
played is termed that player’s board.
Card Rule Prompts - These are triggers that determine
when a card’s printed rules go into effect. They are:
When Played - These card rules go into effect at the
moment the card is played.
While In Play - These card rules are always in effect
while the card is on a player’s board.
End of Round - These card rules take effect when
play stops and Snapshots and points for the round
are counted.
While in Hand - These card rules are in effect only
while the card is in a player’s hand.

OVERVIEW OF PLAY
The Hunt is played as a series of rounds. Each round
awards players with Snapshots and with points. The
points are used to advance The Stag Trail and earn
bonus Snapshots. A game of The Hunt ends when
one or more players earn 6 Snapshots and, thus photographs the White Stag.

GAME PHASES
1.

Setup the game.

2.

Game begins.

3.

First round is played.

4.

First scorecard update phase.

5.

Second round is played.
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6.

Second scorecard update phase.

7.

Play rounds and adjust scorecards until one
or more players score 6 Snapshots.

8.

Game ends.

GAME SETUP
•

If you are playing with expansions, please
read the setup instructions included with the
expansion.

•

Each player should choose one token color to
represent them. Place 1 token for each player
nearby both the Snapshot and The Stag Trail
scorecards.

•

Choose a player to act as the first dealer by
cutting The Hunt deck for high card, or by
choosing someone to deal first.

•

At the start of the game, and at the start of
every round:
•

Shuffle all 31 cards face down.

•

Deal 1 card to each player.

•

Place the remaining deck in the center
of the table.

TAKING TURNS, PLAYING ROUNDS,
AND ADJUSTING SCORECARDS
•

The person to the dealer’s left goes first.

•

Draw 1 card.

•

Play 1 card. Play your cards as detailed in
Managing Your Board, below.

•

There are two standing rules in The Hunt:
1.

•

Neither the Stag nor the Hare card may
ever be played.

2. The Stag may never be traded.
Read the name and rules of the card out
loud. This is especially helpful for new

•
•
•
•

•

•

players and to remind the group when certain new rules are in effect.
Assuming the round does not end (see Ending the Round, below), play then passes to
the next person to the left.
Repeat this process until the round ends.
When a round ends, it is time to tally each
player’s Snapshots and points for the round.
The player with the most points for the
round gains 1 Snapshot. Other Snapshots
and point bonuses may be granted by card
combinations or effects, so double-check
each player’s board when tallying Snapshots and points.
When the round ends, determine each player’s Snapshots and points (see Scoring, below), and move tokens accordingly on both
the Snapshot and Stag Trail scorecards.
Continue to play new rounds until one
player earns 6 Snapshots and, thus, captures a photograph of the White Stag.

Neither the Stag nor the Hare card may
ever be played. Also, the Stag card may
never be traded.
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MANAGING YOUR BOARD
The area where you play your cards on the table
is called your board. There are a few guidelines
for card arrangement that will help all players
follow the evolving rules of the game.
Raise Your Game-Ending
and Protection Cards
Game-ending cards include Dusk and Snare. Owl,
when played, actively protects your board. Place these
cards on your board so that they are ‘raised’ or slightly higher than the rest of the cards on your board.

Snare is raised while Berries
and Starlings are nested.
Nest Combination Cards
When you have cards such as Starlings and Berries
on your board, play them so that they are nested,
but keep the point values are visible.
Turn Out-of-Play Cards
When you have a card such as Sickness, turn all Animal, Berry, and Nut cards on your board 90° so that
you do not forget to exclude them from your point
count at the end of the round. Note that when you
play a card that provides immunity, as Mushrooms
does for Sickness, you would then return the turned
cards to their vertical orientation.

Nuts and Fox are
turned to remind
players of the effects of Sickness.

ENDING THE ROUND
A round ends when any one of the following occurs:
When the Stag is Revealed
There are two ways the Stag can be revealed:
The first is when, in the course of a turn, a player
holding the Stag draws the Hare card (or vice versa). In this case, the round ends immediately, and
the player holding both the Stag and the Hare must
use the Hare as point card (0 points). All players
then reveal their cards. See Revealing Hands below.
The second way the Stag can be revealed is when
the player holding the Stag is forced to trade hands
with another player, or when another player attempts to trade hands with the player holding the
Stag. In these cases, the trade is disallowed, and the
round ends immediately. All players then reveal
their cards. See Revealing Hands, below.
When the Deck is Exhausted
When the last card is drawn, the drawing player
must play 1 card so that his hand has 1 card. After
this last card is played and any rules on it are followed, the round ends immediately. All players then
reveal their cards. See Revealing Hands, below.
When Dusk Ends the Round
There are two ways that Dusk can end the round:
The first is when there are 4 or more character cards
in play when Dusk is played.
The second is when Dusk is in play and a
fourth character is played. In either case, as
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soon as both Dusk and 4 or more characters

are in play at the same time, the round ends immediately. All players then reveal their cards. See Revealing Hands, below.
When Snare Ends the Round
There are two ways that Snare can end the round:
The first is when, in the course of a turn, a player holding the Hare draws or is traded the Snare card (or vice
versa). In this case, the player must play the Snare card
(because the Hare card may never be played and a
player must always play 1 card when holding 2), and
the round ends immediately.
The second is when the player has the Snare card in
play, on their board, and receives, in the course of a
turn or as part of a trade, the Hare card. In this case,
the round ends immediately. In both cases, the players
then reveal their cards.

REVEALING HANDS
When a round ends, all players must reveal their
hand cards. Keep the hand card separate from board
cards. Point values on hand cards are used to determine scores for the round, but the printed instructions on hand cards are ignored during this step.
When revealing hands, two situations are possible either someone holds the Hare card, or no one holds
the Hare card.
Someone Holds the Hare
If a player holds the Hare card at the end of round,
that player does not receive any points for the round
(unless that player has the Snare card in play). Additionally, the player with the next lowest point card
in hand receives no points for the round (unless that
player has the Snare card in play).
No One Holds the Hare
If no player holds the Hare, then all players should
count their points for the round.

SCORING
After a round ends and hands are revealed, all players then determine both the number of points and
Snapshots they each earned in the round.
Step 1: Determine Which Players Receive No Points
Both the player that holds The Hare at the end of
the round and whichever player has the next lowest point value card in hand when hands are revealed receive no points for the round.
Reminder: If you have Snare on your board, you always get to count your points.
Note that if two or more players tie for the second
lowest point value card in hand when hands are revealed, both players receive no points for the round.
Step 2: Determine Total Points
All players who will receive points for the round will
then count their total points, adding the points on
their boards to the points in their hands. While totaling points, remember not to include points from cards
that cannot be counted due to effects on your board.
For example: If you have Sickness in play on your
board (and you don’t have Mushrooms in play),
you may not count points from Animal, Berry, or
Nut cards. If you end the round with Sickness in
your hand, however, you may count the points
for Sickness without the card’s negative effects.

Example Board

Example Hand

Player totals points for Trout, Campfire,
Axe, and Sickness (because it is in hand
and not in play), for a total of 50 points.
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Step 3: Determine Snapshots
There are three ways to earn Snapshots. The first is
that the player with the most total points at the end
of a round earns 1 Snapshot. If 2 players tie for the
most points earned in a round, both players earn 1
Snapshot each. Second, Snapshots may be earned
as a result of character cards in play - read all cards
carefully. And third, Snapshots may be earned via
The Stag Trail, see Adjust Scorecards below.
Step 4: Adjust Scorecards
Once the total points and Snapshots earned by each
player have been determined, the player tokens
should be adjusted on the scorecards.
On the Snapshots Scorecard
When a player earns 1 or more Snapshots, that player’s token should be advanced the corresponding
number of spaces on the Snapshots scorecard.
On The Stag Trail Scorecard
When a player earns points, that player’s token is
advanced one space on The Stag Trail scorecard for
every 10 points earned. All points earned in excess of
10-point increments are ignored.
When a player advances to the 70-point space, they
immediately earn 1 Snapshot, and then that player’s token is moved off The Stag Trail scorecard. All
points earned in excess of 70 points are ignored.
For example: If you earn 55 points in the first round,
move your token to the 50-point space on The Stag
Trail scorecard. If you earn 9 points in the second
round, your token stays in the 50-point space. If you
earn 30 points in the third round, which would add
up to more than 70 points (and award 1 Snapshot),
your token would move through the 70-point space
before being removed from the scorecard and reset
to 0 points. Your points in excess of 70 are ignored.

The Green
Player is at 40
points and the
Blue Player is at
50 points. The
Red and Yellow
Players currently
have no points.

The Red and
Green Players
have 2 Snapshots,
the Yellow Player
1, and the Blue
Player none.
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DETERMINING THE WINNER

The first player to earn 6 Snapshots is
the winner.
Breaking Ties
Ties occur when two or more players earn 6 Snapshots in the same round. Ties are won by the player
who, alone, meets one of the following conditions.
These conditions are assessed in order, from the first
to the last.
1. A player with 6 Snapshots who held the Stag during
the last round wins.
2. A player with 6 Snapshots who earned the most
Snapshots during the last round wins.
3. A player with 6 Snapshots who earned the most
points for the last round wins.
4. A player with 6 Snapshots who held the highest
point card in hand at the end of the last round wins.
5. A player with 6 Snapshots who earned the most
Snapshots from their board that round wins.
6. A player with 6 Snapshots who earned a Snapshot
from The Stag Trail that round wins.
7. A player with 6 Snapshots who had the most Characters on their board at the end of the last round wins.
8. A player with 6 Snapshots who held the Hare during
the last round wins.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Card Combination Rules - These are rules that become effective when two or more cards combine
on one or more players’ boards. When combination
rules become effective, they may be utilized immediately.
Note: When card combinations pass to another
player, that player may utilize the card combination even if another player has already utilized
it. So, if a player eliminates a character using the
Axe/Delirious combination, and then another

player acquires both the Axe and Delirious cards,
that player may also eliminate a character. If the
Axe and Delirious cards then pass back to a player that had already used them, that player may
not use them a second time in one round.
Trades - The Hare may be traded.
Fouls - Occasionally, players will forget to end the
round when certain conditions are in play. In these
cases, try to end the round immediately. If doing so
does not seem fair or if it is hard to reverse the error,
abort the round and play it again.
Owl - The Owl card can create a situation where a
player will end up, however briefly, holding 2 cards
in their hand during another player’s turn. In such situations, 1 card must always be immediately played.
Played cards have their effects resolved immediately
and normally.
Aiding New Players - It is often helpful to point
out certain card combinations or advantages to new
players. It helps speed up absorption of the rules and
generally creates a more enjoyable experience.
Bluffing - It may happen that a player will attempt to
bluff when the Hunter’s Horn is revealed. Bluffing is
generally not allowed in The Hunt.
Rabbit Over the Moon - This a special term used
to describe a situation in which a round ends and
the player with The Hare scores the most points and
earns a Snapshot.
Card Types - The following is a list of the cards
by category:
Animal - The Stag, Field Mouse, Trout, Owl, Raccoon, Fox, Coyote, Starlings, Cicadas, The Hare
Berry - Berries
Nut - Nuts
Character - Bjorn (male), Marnie (female), Jules
(female), Pierre (male)
Uncategorized - Lost, Sickness, Cold, Delirious,
Dusk, Axe, Campfire, Compass, Snare,
Hunter’s Horn, Game Trail,
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Mushroom, Poppies
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